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Overview

TC Online Institute is offering human trafficking training for Anti
Money Laundering Investigators from the survivor’s perspective.

It’s the world’s first one-of-a-kind training where survivors offer
credible insight into the world of human trafficking, typologies, and an
explanation on how the money flows within organized crime settings
from their perspective.

Survivor stories mixed with a deep understanding of trafficker and
victim behaviour, including current trends regarding money transfers,
will help any AML Investigator feel more prepared and comfortable to
spot the signs of human trafficking.

Ultimately, once the AML Investigator takes our course, the amount of
time and resources they allocate to verifying the validity of a potential
human trafficking situation can be reduced significantly.

Our courses also offer case studies and examples of money flow
especially in the domestic sex trafficking world.
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Survivor Led HT (Human Trafficking) Detection —
Domestic Sex Trafficking North America for AML INVESTIGATORS+

5 STAR CONTENT

PROVEN EFFECTIVE TEACHING METHOD
SIMPLE REGISTRATION PROCESS
HIGHLY RATED STUDENT PLATFORM
ACCESSIBLE 24/7

Reached Over 20,000+
Financial Officers

Award-Winning
Presenters

What is human trafficking? This class will not only explain what human trafficking is, but it will also
give you the tools needed to help identify red flag in financial activity that could be associated to
human trafficking. This class not only offers insight into human trafficking from a BSA / AML point of
view but offers real stories from real human trafficking survivors. Highly recommended.

Stephanee N. MacDonald
CAMS, April 2021
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Testimonials
Meeting Timea in December 2015 changed my life for the better in the learning of the scourge of
human trafficking. More importantly, it inspired Project Protect a unique model of a public-private
partnership between FINTRAC, law enforcement, the financial sector, and others in addressing
human trafficking using financial intelligence. The project has gained international recognition and has
undoubtedly saved lives, identified victims, and brought perpetrators to justice. Equally as important,
in addition to the Training provided directly by Timea through Project Protect, the Liechtenstein
Initiative, and Vatican Taskforce on Modern Slavery, her indirect influence has inspired organizations
like ACAMS, ACFCS, Meeting Professionals Against Human Trafficking, and others to deliver
Training, which has conservatively touched tens of thousands of people.
What I particularly like about TC Online Institute is its potential to bring consistent knowledge about
human trafficking and the silos of good intent involved. Thank you, Timea, for everything you do.

Peter Warrack, CEO,
Blocktrain AML Compliance Solutions Inc.,
August 2020
This course was extremely informative
and the testimonies from the survivors
gave even more meaning behind the
transactions we see in our investigations.
Hearing exactly what happens in these
situations provides a better understanding
of what we are analyzing day to day.

AML Analyst
Canadian Bank, April 2021

An insightful look into the financial side
of human-trafficking, and how banks and
financial institutions can recognize and
combat it.

AML Analyst
Canadian Bank, April 2021
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Survivor-Led Training And Its
Effectiveness
Survivor Educators
Why choose survivor-led training
sessions?

Kaitlin Bick
Domestic Sex
Trafficking

Amanda Davis
Domestic Sex
Trafficking

Tamas Miko
Forced
Labour

Timea E. Nagy
International Sex
Trafficking

Sandy Storm
Childhood Sex
Trafficking

Sharmila Wijeyakumar
Domestic and
International Sex
Trafficking

Data is from Speaker–listener
neural coupling underlies successful
communication. Professors Greg J.
Stephens, Lauren J. Silbert, and Uri
Hasson, Princeton University, USA.
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Studies show that survivor’s stories, and stories
in general, have a long-lasting effect on adult
students. There are two reasons. The brain can
take in about 15-20% of the information given in
any length of training. If 20 weeks later you survey
the students, they will all remember the story told in
the training, but only less than 5% of the audience
will remember stats and paragraphs from the
education. The study also explains how brain cells
react to a different method of presentation delivery.
The picture below shows the brain activity during
another type of presentation.

Image pulled from study by Professor
Uri Hasson, Princeton University, USA.
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TC Online Institute
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The world’s first
survivor-led global
educational firm
specializing in cross-sectoral, modern-day
slavery, awareness, detection, compliance,
and risk assessment training. Founded
by globally recognized, international
award-winning Survivor Educator, Timea
E. Nagy. Ms. Nagy and her Survivor
Educator Team come with 40+ combined
years of professional speaking and
training experience, and have trained over
200,000 people from various sectors in
North America. Between 2009 and 2015,
Timea and her team worked with Law
Enforcement on over 500 investigations,
and provided victim care support to over
400 survivors and their families. They
assisted the RCMP on Canada’s largest
forced labor case and are currently
assisting American Police investigations in
joint partnership with DeliverFund.

Reached Over

5M+

People
INTERNATIONALLY
With Our Message

Ms. Nagy started educating the financial
sector’s AML departments in 2017 in North
America. Her name and training techniques
quickly became one of the most soughtafter, talked about within the AML world in
English-speaking countries.
TC Online Institute brings
presenters together not only from
the Survivor Educator community
but also subject matter experts
from the AML sector, regulators,
and law enforcement. Every
single presenter, including
survivors, bring their unique
experiences, lessons learned,
and best practices based on
years of work in the field.

Trained

60,000+
Officers

Financial Officers
In North America
Featured by
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15+ Survivor

Educators &
20+
SubjectHours
Matter
Experts
OF CONTENT
For AML Investigators
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Class Description
Human trafficking is a crime that has claimed 40.5 million victims to date around the world and has brought
150 billion dollars through financial institutions. Human trafficking is a victim-centred crime, but by allowing
the financial sector to learn more about the crime and associated trends and typology, the AML world and
Financial Investigators will be able to detect cases faster. While focusing on the transactions are important,
it is also extremely critical to understand the crime, the victims, and the trafficker’s mindset from the
perspective of those who have lived it. This class gives a complete breakdown of current typologies, and
takes a deep dive into transaction detection, focusing on domestic sex trafficking and forced labour.
TC Online Institute has formed a strategic partnership with the Association of Certified Financial Crime
Specialists (ACFCS). Along with training, participants in premium packages recieve 2 credits upon
completion of the evaluation test.

Suggested Audience:

Types of Courses:

•
•
•
•
•

•

AML Investigators
Risk Assessment
Regulators
Compliance
BSA Officers

•

Standard pre-recorded
online courses
Customized courses
(private employee
trainings)

Our content offers hands-on
tips investigators can use to
implement immediately after
training.

Classes starting at
$129.99/Person

UP TO 4 HOURS OF ONLINE
TRAINING + BONUS MATERIALS
Q & A WITH SURVIVORS AND
SUBJECT MATTER EXPERTS
SECURE, SAFE, 24/7 ONLINE
REGISTRATION & CONTENT ACCESS
CERTIFICATE OF
COMPLETION
PREMIUM PACKAGES INCLUDE
ACFCS INDUSTRY CREDENTIALS
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Course Content
Session 1
In the first session, Human trafficking 101, students learn about human trafficking from the
survivor’s perspective. This includes typologies and current trends, with a heavy focus on
domestic sex trafficking in North America.

Session 2
In the second session students learn specifically about domestic sex trafficking, “The
Game”, the lifestyle, transaction amounts, trafficking signs and transaction red flags, as well
as investigative techniques. Depending on your package you may also have access live
Q&A sessions with survivor educators. Bonus sessions include additional survivor stories,
transaction flags, and case studies.
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Individual Packages
Basic Training
●

2 hours of pre-recorded content

●

Videos are on-demand

●

Final quiz

●

Certificate of completion

●

12 month access to TC Online
Library with AML Resources

2h

$129.99 + tax / Individual

Certified Training
●

2 hours of pre-recorded content

●

Videos are on-demand

●

Final quiz

●

Certificate of completion

●

2 ACFCS Credits

●

12 month access to TC Online
Library with AML Resources

$139.99 + tax / Individual
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Employee Packages
Bronze Package
●

2 hours of pre-recorded content

●

Quiz & certificate of completion

●

12 month access to TC Online
Library with AML-specific resources

●

2 ACFCS Credits

2h

$139.99 + tax / Individual

Silver Package

2h

●

2 hours of pre-recorded content

●

Quiz & certificate of completion

●

12 month access to TC Online
Library with AML-specific resources

●

2 ACFCS Credits

●

Live Q&A session with a survivor educator

$149.99 + tax / Individual

Gold Package
●

Live, interactive training by survivor educators
intertwined with pre-recorded materials

●

Live Q&A session

●

Quiz & certificate of completion

●

12 month access to TC Online
Library with AML-specific resources

●

2 ACFCS Credits

$219.99 + tax / Individual
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Minimum 50 Employees
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Customized Employment Trainings
Build your own package!
Services Offered:
●

Pre-recorded

●

Pre-recorded with a live facilitator

●

Live training with pre-recorded material

●

Quiz + certificate of completion

●

2 ACFCS Credits

●

Evaluation reports

●

12 month access to TC Online
Library with constantly updated resources

●

Compliance and risk assessment consulting

●

Survivor-led ongoing compliance and
risk assessment support

●

Or ask us about your specific requirements

Prices vary, contact us for a quote.

Bonus Content
Add-Ons Available
Every package has the option of additional content for
$20-$30 per segment.
Bonus content includes but is not limited to: interviews with
survivors and subject matter experts, further case studies,
and more. Reach out for specific details.
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Benefits
Your purchase automatically supports the Timea’s Cause survivor initiatives and
emergency victim funds in North America.

Timea’s Cause dedicates
educational proceeds to:
EMPLOY FULL AND PART TIME
SURVIVORS OF HUMAN TRAFFICKING
EMERGENCY VICTIM
CARE SUPPORT
EMERGENCY
RELOCATION
FUNERAL
COSTS
DENTIST APPOINTMENTS AND
OTHER BASIC ESSENTIALS
AND
MORE

LemonAIDstand is our
alternative online education
platform for victims of human
trafficking. Discreet and
safe, this service provides
anonymous peer support
and resources, as well as
information on next steps,
and fun, relatable, and
engaging content.
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For more information on
Timea’s Cause survivor
initiatives, please visit:

timeascause.com
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LMS Platform Perks
Learning Management System (LMS)
Our online learning experience partner and technical facilitator is a North American based, safe and secure
online education software and platform.

Assessments:
With a variety of assessment templates and modes,
the platform helps us understand the degree of
learning in flexible ways.

Security:
With compliance to industry standards including
GDPR, we ensure that your proprietary information
is always treated confidentially, transmitted securely,
and never, ever at risk.

Blended Learning:
The LMS site offers advanced tools to seamlessly
mix traditional classroom learning with tech-based
systems and gives students the best of both worlds.

Certification:
Offer students an official document to mark the
completion of their studies. With our LMS partner’s
unique Certification feature, configure and create
certificates customized for your company and
employees.

Learner Analytics:
Our comprehensive reporting is not only meant
to inform you where employees are having most
difficulty, allowing you greater insight, but also
empowers us to make better, data-driven decisions.
From demographics to student trends we document
the learning process in its entirety.

Mobile:
Extend desktop learning into a mobile world, with
deployment of courses through native iOS and
Android applications. Powered by our LMS platform
partner’s experience of over seven years of Open
edX® mobile apps development for Android and
iOS platforms, our mobile app experience is a
winner.
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LMS PLATFORM PERKS:
EASY TO USE
ACCESSIBLE ON ALL
DEVICES/BROWSERS
STUDENT ASSESSMENT TOOLS
STUDENT LEARNING
ANALYTIC DATA
INSTANT AUTOMATED TESTING
AND MARKING PROCESS
INSTANT AUTOMATED
CERTIFICATION PROCESS
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Sample Evaluation Report
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Sample Evaluation Report
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Sample Evaluation Report
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Additional Information

Timea’s Cause and founder
Timea E. Nagy are members of the
FAST Initiative created by the
United Nations and ISTAC by OSCE.

Highlighted Financial Institutions That Benefited From Our Survivor-Led Training:

VERAFIN

AMERICAN EXPRESS

CAPITAL ONE

EQUIFAX

US BANK

SUNLIFE FINANCIAL

ROYAL BANK OF
CANADA

SCOTIA BANK

BANK OF MONTREAL

CIBC

WELLS FARGO

WESTERN UNION

INTERAC
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